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Abstract 
Andreev, A.B., V.A. Kascieva and M. Vanmaelc, Some results in lumped mass finite-element approximation 
of eigcnvalue problems using numerical quadrature formulas, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathe- 
matics 43 (1992) 291-311. 
In this paper we establish the convergence and the rate of convergence for approximate eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of second-order elliptic eigenvalue problems, obtained by a lumped mass finite-element 
approximation. Various aspects of lumped mass techniques have been discussed for such eigenvalue problems 
by Fix (19721, Ishihara (19771, Strang and Fix (1973) and Tong ct al. (1971), among others. In our approach the 
lumping of the mass matrix results from the use of a Lobatto quadrature formula for the integrals over 
rectangular Lagrange finite elements of degree k. 
Keywords: Eigenvalue problem; lumped mass FEM; numerical integration. 
1. Introduction 
Let (A, u) be an exact eigenpair of a second-order elliptic eigenvalue problem 
hER,uEV: a(u,u)=h(u,r), kfd~:EV, 
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Pietersnieuwstraat 3% B-9000 Gent, Belgium. 
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where V is a closed subspace of H’(R), H,‘(0) c I& H’(a), H1(fl) and &(a) being the 
usual first-order Sobolev space on 0. ( l . - ) is the L,(C!)-innerproduct and a( -, l ) is a bilinear 
form on VX V, specified below in (2.2M2.4). 
This paper deals with the approximation of (A, u), A simple, in the case of a rectangular 
domain 0 by the corresponding eigenpair of a “lumped mass” discrete eigenvalue problem 
(see Section 4). This eigenvalue problem arises from a numerical quadrature formula (Lobatto 
quadrature) for ( 0, - ) using rectangular Lagrange finite elements of degree k (mostly k >, 2). 
In Section 3 we precisely define the numerical quadrature scheme and prove error estimates 
using a case of the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma (Lemma 3.3) (see [3]). 
To investigate the order of convergence of the approximate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
we proceed as follows, 
(i) First, for k 2 1 we prove in Section 5 the convergence of the approximate eigenvalues 
with rate of h’, i.e., (Theorem 5.2) 
1 A - 2 1 = O(G). 
(ii) Using this result, we show in Theorem 6.3 that for k 2 2, 
124 - fih),,R=O(hk-l), 
for the corresponding eigenfunctions, when I- 1 O,a stands for the L,(fi)-norm. 
(iii) In Theorem 6.4 we improve the rate of convergence of the eigenvalues for k 2 2, viz. 
IA -I?‘“1 =O(hZ”-‘)_ 
(iv) Next, invoking results (ii) and (iii) we show in Theorem 6.5 that again for k > 2, 
IIt - r7” lll,R = O(h”-‘), 
where II - II 1.o is the norm in H’(R). 
(v) Finally, applying this result, we improve the result obtained in (iii) for k 2 2, viz. 
IA --ihI =O(h2”). 
This is exactly the rate of convergence for eigenvalues of the approximate eigenvalue problem 
without lumping. 
In Section 7 we formulate some concluding remarks. We end this paper with some numerical 
results in Section 8 confirming the theoretical results. 
The study of the approximation method in is substantially 
followed in 121. NO use is made of the theory of compact linear operators. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let 0 be a rectangular domain in IR’ with boundary M2. Let V and H be two real 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces with I/ compactly and densely embedded in H. Let ( - , - ) be 
the innerproduct in H. By Wnr-p( a), m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we denote the usual Sobolev space of 
order m with norm 11. 11 tTi.p.f~ and semi-norm I . I tn.p,ay see CU. 
We introduce the following semi-norm on ?V’“*P(0): 
( 1) 3 Y. 
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We will mainly deal with p = 2. We write H”(R), II l II tn,ay I l I m,a and [*l,n R 
II l II I l I m.2.R and Iml,n,*,fl* In this context of Sobolev spaces we consider ’ 
for W”‘**U2), 
m,*.R9 
i 
H=L,(fl), 
I/ is a closed subspace of H’(0) with 
: I/ x I/ -+ IR be the bilinear form given by 
a(u, V) = 1 i ai, aiU 3jV dx -t- / a,(x)uv dx, u, VEV, 
“i.j= 1 
(2 2) . 
R 
with coefficients aij(x) E L,(O), i, j =Z 1, 2 and a,(x) E L,( In) fulfilling the following relations: 
a.e. in 0, 
i,j= 1 
(ii) a(~, a,(x) 2 ctfo >, 0, a.e. in In, (2 3) . 
. . . 
( ) 111 aij=aji, i, j = 1, 2. 
Therefore the bilinear form is symmetric and bounded. For V z H ‘(ii?) or for LYE > 0 the 
bilinear form is also V-elliptic, i.e., 
3p > 0 kfv E V p II v II:,, <a(v, v). (2 4) . 
We denote by Pk the set of polynomials of degree at most k and by Qk the set of 
polynomials of degree at most k in each variable. 
Consider a family of regular partitions (~h)h of G consisting of rectangular elements K 
which fulfil standard assumptions, see [4, Chapter 3, $3.21. For each element K, let 
h, = diagonal of K, 
pK = diameter of inscribed sphere of K, 
h = FEY, hK* 
Finally, we assume that this family satisfies an inverse assumption [4, p.1401, i.e., 
h 
there exists a constant v > 0 such that Vh VK E rh - G v, 
h, 
(2 5) . 
which allows us to use some inverse inequalities [4, pp. 140-1431, viz. (3.14). 
With a partition r/, we associate a finite-dimensional subspace V,l of V given by 
l$, = (VE~'(~):VIK~Qk(K),v~E7,~}. (26) . 
Let FK be the invertible affine mapping which maps the reference finite element k = 
[ - 1, l] x [ - 1, I] onto the finite element K: 
FK:k-K 
+‘X=F,(i)=B,i+b,, 
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with sh_ E R2X1, 6, E lR-)x1, and where 
det BK = f meas K 
(without loss of generality, we may assume that the (constant) Jacobian of the mapping FK is 
positive). 
In what follows, we set 
C(i) = l’(x), x = F&), WEI?. (2 71 . 
In this paper, C denotes a generic, positive number, possibly taking different values at 
different occurrences but “constant” in that it is independent of h and K. 
3. Numerical integration and the error of quadrature 
Let .2’,(e) denote the Legendre polynomial of degree k with c E [ - 1, 11. It is weli known [5] 
that .9,,(e) has k - 1 simple zeros in ] - 1, l[. Consider the set 
i,,, = (1 U,...,I, I[,= -1, I,=19 ~~(Zj)=O,j=lr...,k-l}. 
We define on k (k + 1)’ nodes a^j = <Zj,, Zj:> E ii+ 1 with j = ( jl, jz), 0 < jl, j, < k, which are 
the Lobatto points. For what follows, we renumber the (k + l)* nodes as a^i,  = 1,. . . , (k + l)*. 
Proposition 3.1. The set U itf “swami) is a Qk-unisolrent set [4, pp. 78, 791. 
To evaluate integrals over i numericaily, we use the Lobatto quadrature fcrmula 
(k+ 1)’ 
/ ~~(-;) do ly II;-(~) ~ C ;ii(~i), 
i= 1 
(3 1) . 
for smooth 6, where pi > 0, i = 1 , . . . , (k + l)‘, are suitable weight factors to be obtained in an 
obvious way from the weights in the one-dimensional Lobatto quadrature formula [5]. From the 
results for the one-dimensional case it is easily seen that this quadrature formula (3.1) is exact 
for polynomials of Qzk _ I( i ). Let, for i = 1, . . . , ( k + l)*, 
0i.k’ = (det BK )ei, ai K . = FK(cl^i) E KY 
and by correspondence (2.7) 
4(ai.K) = i(ii). 
Then we define the Lobatto quadrature formula over K, for smooth 4, by 
/ 
(k+ IF 
g(x) d X - Ih.(4) E C mi,K4(Qi K), . K E T,,- 
i= 1 
Clearly, 
I,.(C)) = (det B&&j. (3 2) . 
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On the space l$* we define an approximation of the innerproduct and norm in L?(0) by 
Vu, l!! E & (u, v),, = E (u, &= c Z&L’), (3 3) . 
KE?l, KETi, 
v-v* IWlh=/(G& 
Lemma 3.2. The norms I l 1 jl and l are uniformly equhalent on the space V,,, i.e., there xist 
constants cl, c2 > 0, independent of h, such that 
Wv,,E& C,I~J,II,~ I~7,,Io,n~c,Iq,Ih. (3 4) . 
Proof. First we argue that the mapping 
l/2 
&Q&)+ E Iw+ 
is a norm on Qk( k). It is sufficient to note that 4A(a^i) = 0, 1 < i < (k + 1)2, implies that $ = 0, 
since the set of all Lobatto points U i= 1 (k +‘12( 6.) is Qk( k)-unisolvent by Proposition 3.1. From the 
equivalence of all norms on the finite-dimensional space Q,(k), we infer the existence of 
constants cr, c2 > 0, independent of h, such that 
l/2 (k+ l)* l/2 
< 16 I0.R G Cl C &iqA’(l?i) a (3 5) . 
i=l 
Combining (3.1), (3.2) and 
V~EL~(K) IfIO,K=Met &)1’21.fI~,~, 
we get from (3.5) 
vqEQk(K) c2(r,(4’))‘/‘G (ql~.K~cl(z~(q2))1’2~ 
By definition for any vh E Vlt, vh 1 A belongs to Qk( K), WC E 71, l As 
the inequalities just obtained in (3.6) imply (3.4). 0 
(3 6) . 
Let 
i.e., E,,&b) is the error of quadrature over K. Of course, the total quadrature error committed 
by (3.3) then is 
Vu, VE V,, E(u, v) = c E&v). (3 71 . 
KET,, 
Moreover, if 
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then by (2.7) and (3.2) we have 
) = (det B,)Ek($). (3 8) . 
Thus the problem of esiimating the total quadrature error over 0 is reduced to estimating the 
quadrature error over K. 
The following case of the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma [3] is an important tool in ;he estimation 
of the error of quadrature. 
Lemma 3.3, Let R be a bounded domain in Iw*, which sa‘isfies a strong cone condition. For some 
integer k > 0 and some number r E [0, -I- -[, let f he a continuous linear form on the space 
W ” + ‘-r(R) with the property that 
R? E Q&(R) f (9) = 0. 
Then, there exists a constant C( R) such that 
wr. E wk+ 1.r tR) ]f(t’)] GC(R)]]f ]]z+lrR[v]k+lrRy . . . . 
where ]] - 11 k*+ I.r9R is the norm in 
Remark 3.4. For R = K, with 2 
condition is obviously fulfilled. 
the dual space of Wk+**r( R) and [ l ]k+I,r,R is defined by (2.1). 
the reference finite element [ - 1, l] x [ - 1, 11, the strong cone 
Tbewem 3.5. Assume Jhat for some integer k >, 1, the quadrature formula over I? is exact for 
polynomials of Qzk _ I[ K ), i.e., 
@EQ&~) E&)=0. (3 9) . 
Then, there exists a constant C independent of K E T!, and h such that 
vu, t EQJK) lE,&)l dh;k!&,Kl&,~. (3.10) 
Proof. (1) Case k >, 2. For any 4 E Wzk*‘(K) -S?‘(K) we have 
Here and subsequently, the letter c represents various constants solely depending upon the 
reference element. 
Thus, the linear form E, is continuous on W2k*1 (K 3 and vanishes over the space Qzk_ ,(Z?), 
by assumption (3.9). Therefore, from the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma 3.3, there exists a constant 
C such that 
Next, let 4 = L? l L’ with 6, fi E Qk( I?>; then we get 
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where in the last step we made use of Holders inequality and the definition of semi-norms [l]. 
Finally, combining (3.8) with the inequality [4, pp. 118-1201 
112 1 k,~ G &&(det B,)-“’ 1 w I k_K, (3.12) 
the desired result (3.10) fol!ows. 
(2) Casek=l. F or any 4 E H2( k) L* %?O( I?> we have 
)E~(~)~~elslo,~,,~cl~all2,~. 
The linear form Ek is continuous on H2( k) and vanishes eve: the space Q@. Therefore, 
from the Bramble-Hiliiert Lemma 3.3, there exists a constant c such that 
Let $ = ii 0 0 with 6, 6 E Q,(k); then a2&/a$- E P,(k), I = 1,2. From 
P2( K) it follows that 
the normequivalence on 
which is just the first inequality of (3.11) for k = 1. From here on the remainder of the proof is 
.he same as above. 0 
Corollary 3.6. Assume that the regular family (& satisfies the inverse assumption (2.5). 
Moreover, assume that for some integer k > 1, 
WE Q,,_,(& E&+0. 
Then there exists a constant C independent of K E q, and h, such that for 0 _‘; i, j < k, 
WU, vEQ~(K) IEK(uV)l gChS,k-i-jIuIk-i,K/UIk-j,K* (3.13) 
Proof. These estimates follow immediately from (3.10) in conjunction with the inverse inequali- 
ties [4, pp. 140-1431 
vWEQ,(K) IWIk,K<ChKiIWIk-i,Ky O<i<k. a (3.14) 
In the next theorem we directly prove the inequality (3.13) for i = 0 and j = k, k >/ 2, even 
for any u EHk(K) and u E Qk(K). 
Theorem 3.7. Assume that for some integer k >, 2, 
kf4 E Q2k- ,( k) E&j) = 0. 
Then, there exists a constant C independent of K E Th and of h such that vu E Hk(K), 
tlu E Qk(K), k 2 2, 
I EK(uu) I < Ch; I U I k,K I u I O,K- (3 
lC\ .lJ) 
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Proof. For a given L’ E QJ k) and any Iz E H”(k) we have 
~Ek(ti~)~&i%~u,,r2_l &~Io,cm,izI~Io.ca.~- 
Since H”( 8, L, go(k) for k 2 2 and since all norms are equivalent on the finite-dimensional 
space Qk( K 1, we deduce that 
E~(~c?)l~~(lI;llk.hiIL?(~.~. 
Hence, for a given e’ E QJkl, the mapping 
iz E Hk(k) -E&F) 
is a continuoys linear ,functional with norm < e I C I o,k. As this functional vanishes over the 
space Qk_ JK) c H”( K i, the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma 3.3 leads to the existence of a constant 
C such that 
WiSH’& WEQJK?) lE~(iiL;)I~~[~]k,~IL;I~,~~~ILiIk,~I~I~,~~ 
d’G&i; kn-d&g (3.8) and (3.12) we arrive at (3.15). 0 
4. Formulation of the elliptic eigenvalue problem 
For the bilinear form (2.2), we consider the eigenvalue problem: 
Find A E IR, u E V such that Vu E V a(u, v) = A(u, v). (4 1) . 
There is a countable infinite set of eigenvalues A,, all being strictly positive and having finite 
multiplicity, without a finite accumulation point, i.e. 
O<h,<A,< l . . + +m. (4 2) . 
Here every eigenvalue is written as many times as given by its multiplicity. The corresponding 
eigenfunctions uI are orthogonal in H. In what follows we normalize them in H. Hence 
(Ui, Uj) =~ij, i, j 2 1. 
Corresponding to (4.1) we introduce an approximate eigenvalue problem: 
Find iI1 E 58, ilh E V,, such that ‘tlvh E Vii a@“, uh) = ?1(6h, uh)l19 (4 3) . 
where VI, is defined in (2.6) and where ( l , 0 jh is the approximate innerproduct in H defined by 
(3.3). We denote the approximate eigenpairs by (if, $1, 1 < I <N(h) = dim I& where 
0 < ,ih < $ < . . . 
I’ 2’ G &(,I) (counted with their multiplicity) (4 4) . 
and 
(ii”, UT),, = Sij, 1 <i, j<N(h). (4 5) . 
We take the nodes of the rectangular Lagrange mesh to be just the Lobatto quadrature points 
in each rectangle. Denote by 4i, 1 < i G N(h), the usual cardinal basisfunctions. Then it is 
easily seen that the approximate mass matrix 
Il;i” = #;; , 
( 1 1 <i, j<N(h), 
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with 
is diagonal or “lumped”. 
5. Convergewe of the eigenvalues 
To be able to compare the approximate eigenvalues i’,! of (4.3) with the exact eigenvalues A, 
of (4.1), we introduce the “consistent mass” eigenvalue problem: 
Find A” E IR, u” E VII such that WLJ/, E V,I a(& I+,) = A”(u”, I+,). (5 1) . 
Assume that H2( In) n V is dense in V. This condition is easily seen to be fulfilled if V = Hi(R) 
or V = H ‘(L!). Assume also that V,, satisfies the approximate property: 
there exists an integer k > 1 such that for every function c E H k + ‘(L?) we have 
inf (Iv-v,~Io,n+hIv-v,~Il,~)~~~~k+lII~lIk+l,~ 
1’1, E 6, 
(5 2) . 
with C a positive constant independent of V,,. 
Then the following results hold for the approximate eigenvalues h’;, I = 1,. . . , N(h), 0 < Ai < 
. . . < Al1 N(h) (see, e.g., [9]): 
I A! - A,1 + 0, with h + 0. (5 3) . 
Moreover, when the eigenfunctions Ui, i = 1,. . . , I of (4.1) are in Hk’%2>, then, for h 
sufficiently small, 
I A’; - A,1 < C(A,)hZk. (5 4) . 
For the space V,I defined in (2.6), the approximation property (5.2) holds. Indeed, along similar 
lines as in the triangular case, we have 
for some integer k 2 1 and 0 < m < k -I- 1, there exists a constant C independent of h such that 
for every v E Hk+ l(0), 
and 
II u - (u), II m,R < Chk+‘-‘n I u l k+l,R, m = 0, 1, (5 5) . 
( x II~I-(v)I~~~,~)1’26Chk+1-~~z~vlk+~,~, %m<k+l, 
KET,, 
(5 6) . 
where (v), E V,, is the V,,-intevolant of a function ~7 F =Z2(0) v S?(n>. 
Further we need the following error estimate on numerical quadrature. 
Lemma 5.1. For a regular family (T,,),, which satisfies the inverse assumption (2.5) we have 
vu, v~v, IE(u, u)l <Ch21~l~,rzl~lw, 
with E the error of quadrature defined in (3.7). 
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proof. We leave from (3.7). As u I K, u I K E Q,(K), WK E T/*, applying Corollary 3.6 with 
? -=j=k- 1 we have 
IE(zr, r.)I < c I&(urV)l G c c~Z,lul*,KlL’lI.K~c~21~11.RI~11,R~ q 
KEQ KEQ 
We now prove a result similar to (5.31, (5.4) for the “lumped mass” eigenvalues. 
m-rem 5.2. Let A, be a simple exact eigenvalue of (4.1) and if the corresponding approximate 
eigemqalue of (4.3). Then we have 
with h + 0. (5 7) . 
Moreover, when the exact eigenfinctions ui, i = 1,. . . ,I, of (4.1) are in Hk+ ‘(60, k 2 1, we have 
Proof. The min-max characterisation of the approximate eigenvalues A! of (5.1) and A! of (4.3) 
respectively reads 
with E’ an I-dimensional subspace of 
to 
vh (dim vh 2 I). Since At > 0 and A! > 0, this is equivalent 
h (A 1 
-1 tvh* ‘h)h 
I = max min 
( b vh) 
E’CV, L-&E’ a(vh9 uh) 
and (A$-‘= max min * 
E’CV, L’hEE’ a( oh9 uh) l 
Combining Lemma 5.1 with the V-ellipticity of the bilinear form (2.4), we find for h sufficiently 
small 
( 'h* vh) 
-Ch’< 
( uhy %)h khy uh) 
a& ch) atuh, ‘h) 
< 
atvhv Oh) 
+ Ch*, 
which, after taking the maxEf C V minb, E El in every member, leads to 
l(A;)-’ - ($)-‘I < Chhl, for h sufficiently small. (5 9) . 
Invoking the triangle inequality in R and the convergence (5.3), we arrive at (5.7). Likewise, 
(5.4) and (5.9) imply the estimate (5.8). ~3 
Remark that the order of convergence obtained in (5.8) for the eigenvalues of the “lumped 
mass” approximation is equal to the one obtained in (5.4) for the case k = 1 without lumping. 
In what follows we will try to improve this convergence result (5.8) for the case k 2 2. At the 
same time we derive error estimates for the eigenfunctions in the L,(R)- and H’(R)-norm. 
For this we first give an auxiliary result. 
For A, a simple exact eigenvalue of (4.1) we have 
Ai # A,, id, 1 <i&V(h). 
By Theorem 5.2 we then also have, for h sufficiently small, 
if #A,, i+l, 1 <i<N(h). 
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Let 
4 
Yl,h =max I if -A,1 
;i<f<N(h),i#l ; 
I 
(5 .lO) 
then we prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.3. For h sufficiently small, Y,,~~, defined by (UO), can be bounded above uniformly 
by y,, defined in (5.11). 
Proof. Recall that both the exact and the “lumped mass” eigenvalues are numbered in 
increasing order of magnitude, see (4.2) and (4.4). Using (5.7) we find for h sufficiently small: 
(1) for 1 < i < I - 2, 
Ii;-A,l=A,-?+A,-A,_,; 
(2) for I+ 2 <i <N(h), 
I ~~-h,l=~~-A,~h,,,-h,; 
(3) I 
i,j_* - A,(=A,-&,>A,-(A,_,++O, 
I 
$1 
I+1 -A,l=i,j+, -A,>(A,+,-E)-A,>O; 
where we choose 0 < E < mint A,, 1 - A,, Al - A,_,). Hence, for 1 G i <N(h), i + 2, we have 
Al 4 
Y,,h G max A,-A,_,-E’ A,+,-A,-E 
q (5.11) 
6. Error estimates for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
Let P : I/+ 1/11 be the elliptic projection operator defined by 
Vu E V tlv,, E v, a(u -Pu, vh) =O. (6 1) . 
From the approximation property (5.2) one can easily derive the well-known property of P (see, 
e.g., [91): 
VVEH~+‘(~)~V II~-PvI[I,n~Ch~jlulIk+l,~* 
We derive another estimate in the next lemma. 
Lemma 6.1. Consider a regular family (r,,),, which satisfies the 
there exists a constant C > 0 independent of K E q, and h 
0 E Hk+ l(0) n V, 
(6 2) . 
inverse assumption (2.5). Then 
such that we have for every 
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m=O,l,..., k+l. (6 41 . 
Roof. The cases m = 0 and m = 1 directly follow for every ~7 E V from the definition of PLJ 
(6.1) and the properties of a( l , l 1. 
Let 2 < m < k + 1. Using the inverse inequality (3.14) and estimate (5.6) for the interpolant 
( rip of L*, we have 
PL’ I r7z.K G I R’ - ([‘)I I m.K + I L* - (l’), I m.K + It7 Im.K 
< C(hh,m+1 I Pr - (L*)I I 1.K + hF! -m I L’ I k+ l,,y + ! L’ I m,K), 
hence 
“‘2~C[h-“+‘( I Pr ---L~I~,~~+ 1 L~-(L~),I,,~) + II L$+,,K]. 
Invoking (6.2) and (5.5) we arrive at (6.3). 
The estimate (6.4) immediately follows from (6.3) as, of course, 
Emma 6.2. Let A, be a simple exact eigemTalue of (4.1) with corresponding eigenfinction ul, 
O.11 = 1. Let <it, @), i = 1,. . ., N(h), be N(h) approximate 
satisfying (4.4) and (4.5). Then 
N(h) 
c I(&,, ii”),,l’~~ylN~‘(I(~ll-Al,, iil’)l”+IE(?‘zq, 
i=l i= 1 
I#l i+l 
with E. yr and P respectilyely defined in (3.71, (5.11) and (6.1). 
ROOK From (4.1) it follows that 
a@,, ii:) =A,(u,, fif’), 
while from (6.1) and (4.3) we have 
u(H!, @) =a( Pu,, L7:) =$(Pu,, i$)/,. 
Thus we get 
(1; - A!)( Pu,, iy), = A&, 6;) - (Pu,, ii”),J 
=#%- Pu,, i$) + E(Pu,, Gl’)]. 
Now, let i # I, 1 d i < N(h). Using (5.10) and (5.11) we obtain 
I(&, L1;),I1<y,[l(u,-Pu,, ii:)I+IE(Pu,, $)I]. 
Squaring and summing over i f I, i = 1,. . . , N( h ), gives (6.5) (with 
eigenpairs of problem (4.31 
C=2). n 
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An error estimate for the eigenfunctions in the Lz(R)-norm is obtained in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 6.3. Let u, be the exact eigenfunction of (4.1) corresponding to the simple eigenvalue A,, 
normalized in L,(R). Assume that u, E Hk”(0), k 2 2,1= 1, 2,. . . . Let i$ be the approximate 
eigenfunction of (4.3) corresponding to the approximate igenvalue it,!, normalized with respect o 
1 l 1 I,. Then, for h sufficiently small, 
I 4 - ii:’ 10,R Q C(h,)hk-‘, k > 2, (6 6) . 
with C(h,) > 0 independent of h. 
Proof. The approximate eigenfunctions ii:, i = 1,. . . , N(h), which satisfy (4.5) form an or- 
thonormal basis for V,, with respect to the approximate innerproduct ( 0, * I,, (3.3). Consider 
6; 
@I= 7, 
I I 
i= l,..., N(h). 
‘i 0.R 
(6.7) 
We leave from 
I UI i-i:’ lo,* < u/- I Qq)*+~fi/v.ifi~on, . t 
and estimate the two terms at the right-hand side. 
Step I. Using (6.2) and (3.4) we find 
I u/ - @ 10,R < I u/ - Pu, I ,,,n + 1 Pu, - 6; lo,o < C( h,)h” + q1 Pu, - @’ I,,. 
(6 8) . 
(6 9) . 
To estimate the second term we proceed as follows. From 
N(A) 
1/1,3 Put = c (Pu,, ii”),*ii” 
i=l 
and (4.51, we deduce 
i=l 
i#l 
(6.10) 
The first term is bounded by (6.5) of which we estimate every term. Using Cauchy-Schwarz, 
(3.4), (4.5) and (6.2) we have at one side 
\ 
I( uI - Pu,, E”) ( < I uI - Pu, I 0,321 ii” (O,R Q C(A,)h”, 
and hence, taking into account that N(h) - hm2, 
N(h) 
C I(u/ - PU,, ii;) I2 < C(h,)h2’k-“. 
i=l 
i#l 
At the other side, combining (3.7), (3.15), (3.4): (4.5) and (6.31, we obtain 
(6.11) 
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and hence 
N(A) 
E(Pu,, $)I’< C(A,)h2'k-? 
i=l 
iP1 
Thus (6.51, (6.11) and (6.12) lead to a bound for the first term of the right-hand side of (6.10), 
NUl) 
(Pu,, df)h12 < C(h,)h2(k-? 
i = 1 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
To estimate the second term of the right-hand side of (6.101, we first deduce from (4.5) and 
(6.13) that 
From this inequality, (3.4) and (6.2) it follows that 
UI - (&, $),$ lo,* G I Ul - fi I o,n+~,Ifir (&, $)h$Ih d(A,)hk-*, 
which implies that 
and 
(PI{,, ii:)i,l Ifi:lo,n> /~~Jo.R+,- (fi,, fi:)h$lo,na 1 -C(A,)h”-‘. 
ly,as ltihl _ I O.R 3 c, by (3.4) and (4.51, we have 
fi,, $)h - +I Q C(A,)hk-‘. 
Kl 0.0 
Substitution of this inequality and of (6.13) in (6.10) gives 
fit-@],<C(A,)h”-? 
Finally, from (3.9) we get 
111 - U? I0.R < C(A,)h”-‘. (6.14) 
Step II. From (6.7) we have iif = r7,“/ I a” I II, i = 1 , . . . , N(h). Then using (3.4) and (4.5) we 
first get 
0; -ii:‘l,.f&,lU; -$I/, =c,I 10; Ih - 11. (6.15) 
Next, introducing the error of quadrature aqd the interpolant (u,), of u,, we have 
gl E(ti; - (q),, o:)I +I+& @j* (6.16) 
A. B. 
From the eigenvalue equation (4.3) itself and from (5.7) it follows that for h 
I I 
p 
1.0 G Wd* 
Invoking Corollary 3.6 with i = k and j = k - 1 we find 
]E(Cjl’ - (Ur)r, @)I G Kg,, I&((@ - (u,),) l @)I 
< c Ch,l@’ - (u/)1 I&K I@ I1.K 
KETh 
G Ch[ 10: - u,IO,~ + Iu/- (uJ, I O.R] Ir7,1111 . R. 
Hence, from (6.14), (5.5) and (6.171, 
I E(@ - (u& @)I < C(A,)hk. 
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sufficiently small 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
In a similar way, we apply Corollary 3.6 with i = 0 and j = k - 1, (6.17) and (5.6) and obtain 
1 ~((u,),, ri;“) 1 G C I E,((u,), .O;) I G C chkK+l b,), i k,KIP IlvK 
KET/, KEG 
< Chk+* c [ I@/), -U/ 1 k,K + I ul I k,K] 10; II.n < C(&)hk+‘. 
KE% 
Substitution of this result and of (6.18) in (6.16) gives for (6.15) 
I @’ - ii:’ lo R < C(A,)hk. 
Introducing this inequality and (6.14) in (6.8) we prove the theorem. •I 
For the eigenvalues we have the following improved error estimate. 
Theorem 6.4. Let A, be a simple eigenvalue of problem (4.1) and u, the corresponding eigenfunc- 
tion, normalized in L,(a). Assume that uI E Hk”W), k > 2. Let i; be the lth approximate 
eigenvalue of problem (4.3) with corresponding eigenfunction i$, I iif I I, = 1. Then 
1 A, - $1~ C(A,)h2”-? (6.19) 
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 6.2 we have 
(A/-i;)(u,, ii;) =$[(Pu,, G:‘),, - (u,, ii;)] =i;‘f[(Pu,-u/, 6;) -E(Pu,, ii:‘)]. , 
Now remark that 
I(&, ii:+ I(+ u,>I-I(u,, u,-fi:)lz l- Iu~I0.a lu[-qI,,,, 
which by Theorem 6.3 is bounded below by a constant independent of h, for h sufficiently 
small. Therefore, we have for h sufficiently small 
!h,-~~I~C(A~)[l(u,-Pu,, fi:)]+IE(Pu,, $)]]. (6.20) 
We now estimate the two terms at the right-hand side. 
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Step We start with 
( LI, - Pup &?:‘)I < I(u, - Pit,, u,) I + l(lf, - PlI,, 11, - ii:‘)l* (6.21) 
At one side, from the eigenvalue equation (4.11 and the definition of P (6.11, we have 
( 14, - Pu,, u,) = A,%@, - Pu,, 11, - Pu,) < CA, I Ii u, - fir, IIf,,2, 
and hence, using (6.21, 
( U, - Pu,, 11,) G C(A,)h’“. W2,) 
At the other side, from (6.2) and Theorem 6.3 we get 
( 14, - PU,, 14, - ti:“) ] \< 1 u, - Pu, I O,It ‘1~ 1 1 - ii:’ lo f2 . < C( A,)h’” - ‘. W22) 
Substitution of both inequalities (6.22) in (6.21) results in 
( 11/- hi,, cl:‘) 1 d C( h,)h’” - ‘. (6.23) 
Step II. Using the interpolant (u,), of u,, we rewrite the second term at the right-hand side 
of (6.20) as 
E(&, 6:‘) = E(fi, - (Q,, ,$ - @,),) + E(fi,, - (u,),, (ld,),) 
+ E((u,),, iif - (Q,) -+E(('dI, (4b (6.24) 
We estimate each term separately. Applying Corollary 3.6 with i = k - 1 and j = k and using 
(5.51, (6.2) and Theorem 5.2 we get 
E( fit, - (LQ),, (u,), - $) 1 d c I E,((b - (u,),) ((4, - zq)l 
h’ E q, 
< c ch. I P:r, - (lo,), I i&,), - ii:’ lo K . 
h’ E TV/, 
< Ch[ II ?‘u, - u, II I.II + II 11, - (q), II ,.n] 
x [I$ - 40.f~ + 14 - (~4, I o.n] 
< C(h,)h’“. 
Applying Theorem 3.7, we obtain similarly 
1 E( hl, - (u,),, (li,)I) I G C I E,((fii, - (u,),) (u,),) I 
KEqz 
G c Ch: I Pn, - (l,,), I o.,c I@,), I li.K 
KEY,, 
< Ch"[ 1 Ply-u, 
X 
[i 
Cl 11, - 
KE% 
< C( A,)h’” 
O.fL + 
( 1 19 I 
14 - (u,) 
I- 1 
l/2 
I.K -I- 
, O.fI 1 1 
IlQlk.rr 
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and. 
Q c chi I@,), 1 k,K I(h), - $10 K . 
KEG 
<CIi” 
I 
c bd,-(u,)&-)“‘+ ~~,~/(.rr 
KEf,, 
x [ Nu,), - u/ IO.11 + Iu, - @ lO.fJ 
< C(A,)h’“-‘. 
To estimate the last term in (6.24), we invoke Theorem 3.5 and use (5.6). We find 
WUIh~ (u,h)l G c 1 EK((UI),@,),)I G c chi' b,),I;.K 
KEfh KETh 
(6.25) 
< Ch’” c I&-(U,),li.,)“‘+ b,ik,n 
KET/l 
Substituting these four inequalities in (6.24) we artiie at 
1 E(Pu,, ii:‘)1 < C(A,)h=‘. 
Combining this inequality, (6.23) and (6.20) we get estimate (6.19). 0 
Now, we estimate the eigenfunctions in the H’(R)-norm. 
Theorem 6.5. Under the assumptions qf Theorem 6.3 we halye 
I 1 u, - ii:‘II,,f, < C(A,)h”-‘, k > 2. (6.26) 
Proof. Using the F-eihpticity of a( ., . ) (2/i), the eigenvalue problems i4.11 and (4.3), the 
definition of P (6.1) and the definition of E (3.7) WP, successively have 
II u, - ii: lffl < P-‘a(u, - i$, u, - i;f) 
=@+,(u,, u,-i$) -a($, Pu,-z$)] 
=p-l[h,(U,, U&i;) -i;(i$, PU,-ii:) +$E(ii;, Pu,-ii:‘)]. (6.27) 
We modify the right-hand side by adding and subtracting some terms. From 
( 4, 4 -i$)=(u,-Pu,, :I,--u:‘)+(Pu, -k,, u,-PU,)++PLl,,iq-Pu,) 
+(u,,u,-Pu,)-(q, ii:-Pu,), 
it follows that 
h,( ll,, 11, - M, -“) +?+I$, ii:’ - Pu,) 
= 
h[( 1 ul -Pu,,u,-U:‘)- IPu,-u,1,?,,,,+~17:-Pu,~~,~,+(u,,u,- , Pu ,] 
+($ - A,)($, fi; - Pu,). (6.28) 
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First, using (6.2) and (6.6) we have 
rl:’ - PU&J, < [Ii; -- ;il 10*& + I 11! -- fi, 1 U.fl]’ Q C(h,)h*‘“- ? 
Next, we derive from (6.191, (3.4), (4.5), (6.2) and (6.6) 
$8 - , 
! h lI( ii:,rz~-pII,)~~chz”-‘~I:~,.[~t?:’-u~~~,+!u,-~,l~.,] . . 
< C(h,)h3k-‘. 
Substituting these inequalities and (6.22) in (6.28) we get 
A,( 141. 111 - 6:‘) + $(ti;, 6:’ - fi,) < C(h,)h*(“-? (6.29) 
The last term in (6.27) may be rewritten as 
E( fi:‘, pil, - @) = E(ti:’ - (tt& Pa, - ii;) + E&i,),, Pa, - ii;). (6.30) 
Invoking Corollary 3.6 with i = k and j = k and using (5.5), (6.2) and (6.6) we get for the first 
T!w second term in (6.30) may be estimated by applying Theorem 3.7 and by using again (5.6), --_ - 
(6.2) and (6.61, 
E(( IQ),, Pu, - @) 1 G c IEK((u,),(pu,-q)I 
KETh 
,<Chk 
I 
I/* 
c I~q-(U/),I: y .a 
1 
+ b,lkR t 
KEq, 
x[ I Pu,- ZQ I0.R + I uj - ii:’ lo.n] 
< C(A,)h”-I. 
Substituting these two inequalities in (6.30) we obtain 
I ( E iif, Pu, - ii;) 1 < C( A,)h2(k- ? 
The combination of this inequality, (6.29) and (6.27) proves the theorem. 0 
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Finally, the estimate (6.26) leads to an improvement of the estimate (6.19) when the bilinear 
form a(*, 9 on I/X V is “regular” in the sense of [4, p.1381. Then by the Aubin-Nitsche 
argument, (6.2) implies 
(6.31) 
Theorem 6.6. Retain the assumptions of Theorem 6.4. Moreor*er, assume the bilinear form a( l , - ) 
to be “regular”, then we have, for k >, 2, 
(6.32) 
Proof. The proof may proceed similarly as the one of Theorem 6.4. Indeed all estimates 
obtained in Step I and Step II of the proof were of order h2k, 
and (6.25) which were of order h 
except (6.22,) (and hence (6.23)) 
2k- ‘. The estimate (6.22,) may be improved by a factor h, and 
hence also (6.23), using (6.31) instead of (6.19) for 1 u, - Pu, 10,~. At the other hand, the 
estimate (6.25) may be improved using Theorem 6.5. Applying Corollary 3.6 with i = 0 and 
j = k - 1 and using (SS), (5.6) and (6.26) we get 
IE((U,)P fi:’ - (u,),)I G c IEK((U,), (G - (%),))I 
KE% 
G c ChkKf’ I(&), I k,K I+/), - $11 K . 
KEG 
< Chk+’ x 
KETh 
lu[ - (u/)I l;,K)1’2 + b, 1 k,R 
I 
x [ WI -U,Il,n+Iu,--;IlJ-J 
< C(A,)h2k. 
Hence, from (6.24) we now arrive at 
1 E( Pu,, ii:‘) I\( C(A,)h2k. 
Substitution of this inequality and of (6.23) in (6.20) leads to the estimate (6.32). •I 
7. Concluding remarks 
Comparing the convergence results proved in this section for the eigenvalues and the 
corresponding eigenfunctions of the “lumped mass” approximation with those obtained in the 
“consistent mass” case, see [6,9-111, we may conclude that: 
(i) the “lumped mass” approximation for the eigenvalues is as good as the “consistent 
mass” approximation, at least when the bilinear form a is “regular”; in the other case the rate 
of convergence is one unit less; 
(ii) the order of convergence for the eigenvalues is also at least two times the convergence 
order for the eigenfunctions in the H’( L?)-norm, see also [8]; 
(iii) in the case of the numerical quadrature scheme we proved that the eigenfunctions 
converge with the same order in the H’(0)-norm as in the E,(,f&norm. But in comparison 
with the order of convergence for the eigenfunctions of the “consistent mass” approximation 
we have one order less in the H’(0)-norm and two orders less in the L,(R)-norm. 
I-king for the right-hand side of (4.3) a numerical quadrature formula over the elements K 
which is exact for polynomials of &(K) (instead of the Lobatto quadrature formula), the 
order of convergence in (6.26) may bc improved by one. Hereby the bilinear form a is tacitly 
assumed to be “regular”. 
The analysis above may directly be extended to the case of a parallelogram 0, with a mesh 
of parallelograms. The matrix BK, entering the affine mapping FK : I? + K, introduced in 
Section 2, is no longer diagonal, det BK remaining constant. 
The bilinear form in the eigenvalue problem may of course also be approximated by a 
numerical quadrature formula. This quadrature formula must deliberately be chosen in that the 
error estimates are at least of the same order as those obtained for the approximate 
innerproduct. Otherwise the order of convergence for the new :rpproximate eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions would be less than those obtained above, where only the L&R)-innerproduct is 
approximated (“lumped mass” method). 
8. Numerical results 
Example 8.1. Let 0 be the unit square. We consider the problem 
with Dirichlet (D) and Neumann (NJ boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The first exact eigenvalues of this problem are: 
A, = $& = 2.467401, A, = ;rr’= 12.337006, A, = ;sr2 2: 22.20661. 
Table 1 gives the results for biquadratic meshes (i.e., k = 2 above) of N, identical 9-nodes 
rectangular elements ( Ne = 4, 16 and 64). In the third column we give the “consistent mass” 
eigenvalues, i.e., we compute exactly the form ( - , - ). In t!te fourth column we give the “lumped 
mass” eigenvalues, stemming from the Lobatto quadrature formula for ( -, l ). 
D 
N 1- Xl 
Fig. 1. 
Table 1 
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Consistent mass Lumped mass a 
2.468 664 7 2.466 737 1 
12.4125115 12.2505706 
22.946 1663 21.5746293 
2.4674819 2.467 360 7 
12.342 1412 12.331849 1
22.262 094 1 22.1755194 
2.4674062 2.467399 1 4.02 
12.3373342 12.336 89 1 4.07 
22.2102574 22.204 738 8 4.36 
Assume thct ?’ = A + Ch”, when A and i’ are an exact cigenvalue and its corresponding 
approximation, respectively, C being a constant independent of the mesh parameter h. Then, 
comparing two successive mesh refinements, we have 
a=/lnlA~~_-*~;:l/l/ln2. 
The value of (Y, found by numerical experiment and given in the fifth column, indicates the 
optimal error estimate (6.32) to hold (although in the present example the bilinear form is not 
regular and hence the validity of (6.31) is not assured). 
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